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The following paperl:l were read: 

Astronomy. - "The determination of the Apex of the Bola1' 
motion." By Prof. J. C. KAPTEYN. 

1. Fundamental hypothesis. 
It is usually taken for granted that the best known determinations 

of tbe direction of the solar motion in space are based on the 
following hypothesis : 

Hypotkesis H. Thc peculiar proper motioDs of the fixerl stars 
have DO preferenee fol' any particulal' directioD. 

In l'eality howover this is not quite correct; at a close1' investi-
26 
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gation we find that neither the method of AIRY, nor that of ARGE
LANDER is entirely based on this hypothesis, and yet these two 
were al most without exception used in all modern detet'minatiollS 
of the position of the Apex, 

Finding the distribution of the proper motions in regard to the 
great circles drawn through the position of the Apex as determined by 
these methods unsatisfactory, KOBOLD eoncludes that we must drop 
the hypothesis H, as not agreeing sufficiently with the facts. Sueh 
aconclusion however cannot be accepted until at least ODe eompu
tation has been made, which is co_mpletely founded on this hypothesis. 

This has given rise to the following investigation, in which I 
have tried to develop a method satisfying this condition. Aftel' having 
eXplained thp method I shall give a short critieism of those of 
AIRY, ARGELANDER and KOBOLD, which criticism ho wever Jays no 
claim whatever to being complete. 

2. Meaning of the letters and simple relations. 

lJ'ig. 1. 

o the Apex; 
P the Pole of the Equator; 
S an arbitrary Star; 
A and D the coordinates of the Apex 0; 
a and (} the eoordinates of the Star S; 
'). = os = the angulCtr distance of the Star to thc Apex; 
ft = S ft the ohserv€'d motion of S; 
S Q the direction towards the Antapex = direction of the paral

lactie vroper motioll j 
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l/J = pS ft = angle made by the total proper motion ft with the 
declination circle; 

;C =-:: PS Q = angle made hy parallactic proper motion with th c 
deélmation circle; 

v = component of tatal proper motion in direction SQ; 
7: = component at right angles to the former (sign same as thai; 

of sin (X-lfJ) ) ; 
(1) P = X-lfJ = II S Q = angle made by fl with the parallactie 

proper motioD; 
l~ = linear motion of the solar system in space; 
(j = distance of the star to the solar system. 

We have: 

(2) ~ 3in À = parallactie proper motion of star S; 
!! 

MOl'eover let: 

11 (fig. 2) = peculiar proper motiou of S; 
a' the angle made by this peculiar proper motion with the 

parallactie. 

We then have the following relations : 

(3) v = fl cos (;C-IJl) = ft cos p 

(4) 7:::;:; II sin (X-lfJ) = flsin p 

(5) 

(6) 

av 
aD = 

ax 
-T-

aD 

aT ax 
(jA = v dA 

a~ dX 
aD = 11 dD 

3. 8tm's in a ve/'y limited part of the sky. First we consider 
onIy a group of start) Iying 80 close together that we can practically 
lISsume that they are all at the same point of the sky. 

26* 
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We bave to express that these stars satisfy the hypothesis B. 
The very first condition, the one which I sball here usa exclusively, 

resulting from tb is hypothesis is this, that the sum of the projections 
of tbe peculiar proper motions on any direction is equal to zero. 

This can also be expressed as follows: the resultant of the pecu
!iar proper motions must be equal to Zet·o. 

lf we project the proper motion 'V (fig. 2) on 

c 

Fig. 2. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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G 

the direction S G to the Antapex and at right angles to it, this 
condition is expressed by the equations: 

(7) ~ 'J/ cos a' = 0 ~ 'V sin a' = 0 • 

Now along with tbc peculiar proper motion each star has a paral
Tt 

lactic motion - sin ï., in the directioll of S G to the .A.ntapex. Con
q 

sequently the entire proper motion ft of each star has for components 

, lt. 1 
V='J/cosa +-szn" 

(! 
7: = 'J/ sin a' 

BO that if we take thc sum for aU the stars of the group we obtain, 
according to the conditio us (7). 

/, 
(8) ~ v = Bin ï. ~ -

(! 
~7: = o. 

The resultant of all the total proper motions ft is directed along 
SG, from which we conclude at once that the sum of the projections 
of the motione ft on this direction is greater than on auy other. lf 
therefore the direction in which the .A.ntapex is situated as scen 
from the group of stars under cousirleratioll is unknown, it caD be 
deri ved from the observed proper motioDe by tbe faet that for this direction 
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(9) ~ v must be maximum. 

It is easy to see that for a group of stars as that here consi
rlered, this conditioll is equivalent to the second condition of (8) 

(10) :I T = 0 

This latter however is not so easily extended to all paris oBhe sky. 
4. Infiuence of fhe different distances of the /:Jta1·S. For a group 

of stars at one point of the sky it is easy to derive from condition 
(9) or (10) the direction to the Antapex. We can arrive at a 
resuIt ho wever, ,at least theoretical1y more accurate, by modifying 
that condition (without throwing up the principle). 

It is easy to see at once that if we have stars of greatly differing 
distances to the sun, the stars whose distance is very large (and 
whose proper motion is therefore as a rule very small) wi1l influence 
tlle result mueh less than stars at a smaller distance (and with 
as a rule greater prOt er motion). I 

If we SLart from the principle that one and the same irregularity 
in tbe distribution of the linear, peculiar proper motigns must 
have the same effect on the accuraey of the direction to the Ant
apex for stars at a greater distance and for those at a smaller 
distance, it is easy to show that not the eondition (9) but 

(11) Z (! v maximum. 

must be satisfied. 
This one would certainly be preferabIe to (9), if the distances 

of the stars ware known. This being however the case for so very 
few objects we are forced to adhere to the theoretically less valuable 
condition (9). 

Fortunately ho wever the objection, arising from the pl'edominating 
influence of the stars nearest to the sun, may be met to a great extent. 

5. Grouping accot'ding to amount of proper motion. 
1'hi,s may be done by grouping the stars into classes included 

between pretty narrow, determined limits of the proper motion. Thc 
separ~te results for, these groups will finally be combined into a 
single one, taking due account of their probable errors. We will 
first have to show however that for sueh groups of stars the condi
tion (9) is still satisfied, for from considerations as were given in 
Astr. Nachr. N0. 3487 'Page 100 etc. (and which for the sake of 
brevity we must omit here) follows, th at, for groups as are meant 
here, the distribution of the peculiar proper motions will cel'tainly 
no longer satisfy Hypothesis H. 
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This is easily done. For 1t is seen at once that, whereas the fOl'mer 
of tbe conditions (7) ceascs in general to be satisfied by such gl'OUpS, 
the conditioll 

::z y sin a' = 0 

will still hold. We immediately cOllc1ude to this from reasons of 
syrnmetry. Now as y sin a' = T, we sha11 also still have::Z 'Z" = 0 and 
the coudition (9) will be satisfied which is equivalent to it. 

Oonsequently there can be no objection to the grouping in classes 
of determined proper motions. With this the only advantage which 
condition (11) might have over (9) dis,tppears in a great measure. 
In what follows we shall therefore entirely neglect the conditiolls (11). 

6. Stars scattered about the wkole sky 01' any consideJ'able 
part of it, 

So every region of the sky gives a condition of the form (9). 
'l'hese might all be combined to 012e condition 

(12) ~ v maximum 

where the sum is to be extended to the stars available in all parts 
of the sky. In that way ho wever not the most accurate determination 
of the position of the Apex will be obtained' 

To arrive at a more advantageous combillation the following 
problem is to be solved: 

Given that for the various parts of the sky the accidental devia
ttons from Hypothesis 11 are equa), to combine the conditions (12), 
which hold for the separate zones of constant A, in sueh a way that 
the effect of those deviations on the coordinates of the .Apex which 
have to be determined, be a minimum. 

The solution of this problem which gives rise to no particular 
difficulties, shows that the ~ v of each regioll must be multiplied 
by its corresponding value of sin)..o before they are combined into 
a single sumo 

Uonsequently fol' the whole sky we shaH not have to satisfy the 
condition (12}, but 

(I) 2 v sin)..o maximum. 

Second form of the metl/od. 
As has already been remarked the objection, that by using (I) 

the large proper motions exercÏse a very predominant influence, may 
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be avoided by a grouping into classes of different proper motion. 
This can be done in still another way. 

By' substituting the value (3) for v in Cl) it becomes 

:E f-l cos p sin "0 maximum. 

A.s this hoids also for stars whose proper motion is i11cluded 
between determined Jimits, it also holds for stars with absolutely 
the same proper motion I-t = .UI. For such a group the condition 
becomes 

(II) :2 cos p sin "0 maXImum 

and as each value of the proper motion leads to such a condition, 
it must also be satisfied by all the stars together. 

The equations for thc coordinates of the Apex, obtained in t11is 
way contain ooly the directiolls and are eotirely independent of the 
amount of the proper motion. 

It seems to me however that the condition (I), at least if it is 
applied to stars whose proper motions are ineluded between pretty 
narrow limits, is preferabIe to (Ir) especially for this reason, that 
the former is a more direct consequenee of hypothesis H on whieh 
the investigation is based. 

8. Derivation of the Apex f'rom the condition (I). 
To determine the coordinates of the Apex in sueh a way that 

condition (I) is satisfied, the differential quotients in regard to A and 
D of :2 v sin)..o must disappeal'. OOllsequently we have with the 
aid of (5) 

(13) ~ 7: ~~ sin )..0 = 0 

which for stars at Olle point of the sky is reduced to the single equation 
~ 7: = 0, as of course was to be expected. "-

Let Aa and Do be approximate values of A and D and dA, dD 
the required oorreetio11s of these. All the quantities computed with 
the aid of these appl'oximate values will be distinguisbed by meane 
of an appended o' 

80 Vo and 7:0 wilI represent the projections of the proper motion 
ft on the great eircle through the star and the approximate position 
of tbe Apex and at right angles to it. 

Wei thns have in the equation (13) 
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Evidently these equations hold only as long as we do not approach 
the Apex or the Antapex witbin distances of tbe order of dA and 
dD where the termE! of a higher order may not be neglected. It 
wiJl be best therefore to exclude entirely the stars close to the 
approximate position of the Apex: This cannot cause auy considerable 
loss of weight. I find e. g. that of the stars of BRADLEY only a 
fourteenth part have sin À < 0.40 and less than one eighth part have 
sin À < 0.50. 

The first of the eql1ations (13) now becomes 

The quantities "Ç must be in all parts of the sky as of ten positive 
as negative. According to what we have discussen this is an 
immediate cOllsequence of the hypothesis H (compare form. (10)). 

So I~ (~~-)oWill already disappear for limited parts of thesky. 

The same holds d fortiori for the sum extended over tbe whole sky. 
~ ) \ I 'fo ( ~ differs from the preceding sum only in the quanti-
dAN 0 

ties 'f being computed with an approximate Apex, the coordinates 
of which need still the corrections dA and dD. This quantity will 
thus be of the order of dLl aud dD and may be neglected in the 
coefficient of dA. The same holds fol' all quantities containing '1'0 in 
the coefficients of dA and dD. SOJhe above equàtion is reduced to the 
former of tbe two following ones, in wbich tbc sums are indicated 
with the notatio/l used in the theory of least squares: 

[vosinÀo(~~):] dA+ [v08inloG~) o(~) 0] dD=- ['fosin~0(~1) J 
(14) 
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The second' of these equationf:! is derived in quite the same way 
as the firsto 

9. Derivation of the Apex (rom conclition tII). 
The maximum conditions are: 

~. .' 0% 0 
~ 8W P sm Ao ~ = 

uil 

in which we put: 

"5" • ~ ClX 0 
- SUl P sm "0 0 D = , 

8in P = 8in Po + C08 Po (~~)o dA + cos Po (~~)o dD 

ox = (~) + (~) dA + ( Cl2 % _) dD • 
oA' oA 0 oA2 0 0.40D 

The first of the equations thus becomes: 

~ (0%)2 (02%) I . 
dA:E jco8PosinÀo oA 0 +~inposinÀo aA~ of + 

+ dD:E ~ C08 p08inÀo(~~)/;~)0+ 8inpo 8in ÀO(0;2:v\l 
= - :E 8in Po 8in Ào (~~) 0 • 

Here again, for quite siffiilar reasons as in the equations of the 
pl'eceding artiele, the terms with sin Po in the coefficient of dA and 
dD may be, neglected, they being of the order of dA and dD. The 
equation is thus reduced to the former of the two following ones 
(the second is found in the same way as the first):' 

10. ÀIRY'S method. 
In his derivation of the position of Uie A.pex and the amount of 

the linear proper motioll of the sun, A.IRY starts from the idea, that, 
the peculiar proper motions having no preferenee for any partimtlar 
directions, may be treated entirely as errors of observation. 
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.. Hence eaeh star gj v,es two cquations of condition between lt, A 
a.nd D, expressing tbat the observed prop'er motions projected on two 
mutually perpendieular directions are equal to thc projections on 
those same directions of the parallactie proper motions. AIRY ehooAes 
.for, the two directions tbe parallel and tbe declination ei rele. 

To get. a eleat' insight into -the character of AIRY's solution it 
is preferabie however to ehoose for these directions the direction of 
tbe star towaras the Antapex and the great eireIe. through the star 
at 1'ight angles to tbe former. 

Doing this his equations of condltion get the form 

(16) T:=O 
and 

(17) 
h . 

'l.I= -'sin}.. • 
Q 
, 

80 we· can say tbat by Anw's l,uethod A, D and 11 are deter-
mined in sueh a way that all tbe equations (16) :ánd -(17), are. 
satisfied. in the _ best way possible. Now aS,AIRY and every ODe' 

who bas applied his' metliod,' have solved these :equations by least 
squares, ihis detarmination comes in reality to tbe eböosing of .A, 
D and lt in sueb a way that both . 

(18)' j; ,&2 minimum " 

(19) :Ê (l::-. sin }..-v r minimum. 
Q . 

The former of these does not eontain the unknown quantity lt 
and, only leaqli to ft determination of A and D. The seeond gives 
the three. u:Qknown quantities, so that we arrive at twg: independent 
deterniinations of A a'nd D aud' one of lt. I will here discuss the 
two con di ti ons Ó 8) and (19) separately~ , 

11. The condition :z 'f2 mim·mum. 
Tbe minimum conditions are (with tbe aid· of (6»: 

ax 
(20) :z or v .aA = 0, 

ex 
(21) :z 'f v aD , O. 

-1J10r stars' all situated at the sllmepointoftbesky, they are redueed, 
tQthis Qne 

(22) :z 'f v = 0 
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differing {rom the condition 

which . we have found as a necessary consequellce of hypothesis H. 
This . proves sufficiently that in reality AIRY'S method (at least if 
his equations of condition are treated with least squares) does not 
agree with hypothesis H. 

A few. examples will show thisstill more clearly and will at the 
same time prove th at the applicatioll of conditions (9) and (18) may 
lead to very considembly different solutions.· 

pt example (see fig.' 3). In each of the two pOints of tlie celestial 

~::':'----"'JA' 

Fig. 3. 

sphere S and S' we find two stars. The proper motions SA . andSB
of the two: stars' in S are· equal and' we will begin' hy assumirig 
that their directions form ,an obtuse angle. The same holds' for the 

I' . 
stars 'in S', 
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We see at onee that the direetion w hieh eauses the :2 -,; 1) of the 
proper motions of the stars in S to disappear is the biseetrix SO 
of the angle ASB. Likewise the line whieh in S' makes :2 7: = 0 
will be the biseetrix S'O of A'S'B'. 

From the given proper motion we eonelude therefore, aecording 
to the method proposed by me, to a position 0 of the Apex. I 

On the other hand the direction whieh makes minimum the:2-,;2 
of the proper motions of the stars in S is evidently the line SO' at 
right angles to the biseetrix; likwise in S' the line satisfying this 
eondition is the line S'O' at rightangles to 8'0. 

Aeeording to the condition :2 7:2 min. of Amy we eonelude there
fore to a posihon for the Apex (or .Antapex) in 0'. 

U we leaye the angle ASB unehanged, but reduee B'S'A' in 
sueh a way, that the bisectrjx does not change place, then in the 
moment tbat tbat angle pasEtes through 90° the Apex (Antapex) 
aecording to AIRY'S determination, will suddenly leap over from 0' 
to 0", whel'e it remains when the angle B'S'A' is still more reduced. 
If the angle B'S'A' had retained its original value (> 90°) Ilnd 
angle ASB had been reduced in the above stated wáy, tbe Apex 
would have leaped from 0' to 01/'. If then agc:\.in we had reduced 
A'S'B', at the moment of this angle passing through 90°, tbe Apex 
(Antapex) would have leaped from 0'" to O. 

In the nature of the problem there seems to be no reason whatever 
for sueh leaping 2) and in our determinatlOn the Apex remains 
where it is notwithstanding the changes introdueed. 

Moreover it seems very little plausihle indeed to assume for the 
A f th 't' 0' 01/ 0'" pex one 0 e pOSI lOns , , . 

Tbe plaee determined aeeording to both methods coinrides evidently 
only when both angles are acute. 

2nd example (see fig. 4). For stars in the l'egion Slet the line 

K 

Ape$ 

,., .... 
..................... 

.......... ,. 
s Antapex 

Fig. ~. 

1) According to the statement in § 8 the condition for stars at one point of the 
sky is equivalent to ~ 'ZO = O. 

2) There are still ronny other cases in which the condition (18) leads to discontinuous 
changes in the Apex for continuous changes of the data of the problero. 
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to the Apex be dctermined by a number of proper motions (not 
bhown in tbe figure) which, to avoid complication, we shall suppose 
to be all direct. If now one more star be added, whose proper 
motion SK makes an acute angle with tbe line towards the Apex 
(wbich therefore is retrograde) we easily see that according to tbe 
condition :2 -z-2 min. (ArRY) the line SR towards the Apex will have 
to be turned somewhat more into the direction RV, whilst the con
dition (10) demands a movement in the direction RW 1). 

T l d· . 5' (ft ., )2 .. 12. rte con ttzon - Q sm,.. - v mtnumem. 

The equations of condition are of the form 

lt • , 
(23) - s~n ,.. = v 

I.! 

They contain the distances which are as a rule unknown. This 
is certainly the chief objection to the use of these equations. They 
seem thelefore much more suitable to give information about mean 
parallaxes of definite groups of stars whcn once the Apex is known, 
than to assist in determining the position of the Apex itself. 

For the calculations according to AIRY'S metbod different ways 
have been followed to escape the difficulty arising from the unknown 
distances. Olle of tbe commonest practices (8 rmlPE, PORTER, etc.) 
is to divide the stars into groups included between narrower or 
wider limits of prJper motion and then to aseume the distance of 
tbe stals of each group to the sun to be the same. 

If tbis be true in the mean of great numberG of stars for diffe
rent parts of the sky, it might seem for a moment th at we might 
really derive trustworty valuet:! of dA, dD and the mean value of 
ft 
- from a tl'eatment of tbe equations (23). Meanwhile we must 
f.! 
bear in mind that at all events a new hypothesis has been introduced, 
viz., that the mean parallax of stars with equal proper motion in 
different parts of the aky, is the same. If this is not the case the 
position obtained for the Apex too will be in general erroneous. 

However there is another and decisive objection to the use of 
equations (23) if we ha\'e gl'ouped the stars according to their proper 

1) A. practical advantuge of our method ovpr AIRY's may still be msntioned here: 
In AlIty's method the lnrge proper mohons hnve n much more predonlilll\nt inlluence 
on the results even thnn in oU! s. Hns JS ensy to see flOIJl the normnl eCludtiolls to 
he glVen JU art. 15. • 
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motions, viz: that these equations for groups of stars ineluded bE'tween 
determined, arbitrary l;mits of the proper motion, howsoever nume
rous the stars may be, are certainly in general not true 1). 

rfhis is evident from the argument given in Astron. Nachr. N°. 3487, 
pages 100-102, to which we must refer here. The error eommittcd 
will certainly be different in general for regions with different À even 
in tbe case that thc propel' motions are equal. 

80 not onIy do derivations sueh as those of S'ruMPE (Astron. Nachr. 
N°. 3000) and many others, give entirely ilJusory determinations for 
the sceular parallax of tbc stf!!s (as lalready triod to show in 
Astr. Nachr. N°. 3487) but ncither can the determination of the 
position of the Apex be defended. It may even be antieipated with 
great probabiIity that thc error must change systernatically with the 
amount of the proper motion, so that tbe regular change found by 
STUMPE in the deelination of the Apex for his various groups has 
nothing particularly surprising. 

Other writers as i. a. L. STRUVE attribute determined parallaxes 
to stars of determined magnitude. The last deeisive objection dis
appears here, but not the first. lt runs as follows: we assume th at 
at least the mean parallax of the stars of determined magnitude is 
everywhere in thc sky the same. For the gaIaxy and outside it I 
have already tried to show, same years ago, (Verslag Kon. Akad. 
Jan. 1893) that this is probably not the case 

rro sum up, according to the preceding, AIRY's method comes ta 
thc determination of the coordinates of the Apex and the linear 
motion of thc sun in sueh a way th at the conditions (18) and (19) 
are satisfied. 

The first condition does not contain the distances but does not 
in general satisfy the conditions ~ 7: = 0 for stars in oue and the 
same part of the sky, which must be considered as the principal 
condition derivable from the hypothesis H. The second conditian 
contains the dist,\llces which arc in general unknown. rrhis causes 
the introduC'tion of hypotheses whieh are more or les8 probabIe, 
and which may easily exercise an injurious influence on the deter
mination of A and D. Particularly the grouping according to proper 
motion must be absolut&ly objelJted to in the application of AIRY's 
method, because implicit suppositions are introduced which are certainly 
not realized. 

1) It is even not petmisso.ble to exclude stms with veiy smull proper motion. 
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13. Ne/hod of ARGELANDER. 
In this method eaoh star gives an equation of oondition ofthe form 

(2J) p = 0 (weight sin2 Ào) 

They are treated with least squares. So in reality A and D are 
determined by the condition 

giving the minimum oonditions 

(26) 2psin2Ào ~~ = 0 

For a single region of the sky the two are redllCed to this one 

(27) 2p= 0, 

so th at here neither the oonditioD furnished by hypothesis H is 
satisfied. 

rrhe objection to the method of ARGELANDER cODsists chiefly in 
this that the retrograde proper motions have too great an influence. 

Let for insiance the proper motions ftl 1-'2 1-'3 fl4 (belonging to 
stars in the same region of the sky) make with an assumed direC'tion 
towards the Antapex angles of +20°, +10°, _10°, _20°. As long 
as we know only these proper motions the assumed direction 
to\\ards the Antappx, both according to my method and to that of 
ARGELANDER, will be the most probable. If however a proper 
motion !'5 is added, making with the assumed dirf-ction towards 
the Antapex an angle of 170°, this direction, according to A.RGE
LANDER'S method will have to be corrected by 34°, whereas 
according to our method that correction will be only 2°.1 in the 
same direction. Since long it has been remarked moreover that in 
ARGELANmm's method too, discontinuous changes in the place of 
the Apex may be caused by continuous changes of the proper motioas. 

The followirg example will prove this clearly. 
In a definite region of the sky there are n stars whose proper 

motion is in perfectly the same direction. This common direction 
is assumed as tbe approximate direction towards the A.lltapex. 
We now add one star, making with that direction the angle 

Po = 180 - (!J 
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where lr} is a vel'y smaH quantity. If tbis is neglected, it follows 
from (27) that tbe dil'eetion towards the AntapE'x bas to be corrected by 

1800 

---
n+l 

If ho wever fol' the added star we had 

Po = J80 + (r) = - (180 - (()) 

thcn wo should have found for that eorreetion 

80 there 

180 
+ n+ l' 

3600 

IS a leap of --
n + 1 . 

There is again no foundation for sueh a leap in tbe nature of 
the problem, and it does not appeal' in our solution. 

14. Method of KOBOLD (Bessel). 
I need but say a few words of this metbod, as KOBOLD himself 

elear)y states that his method is liot based on hypothesis B. 
He determines the Apex of the motion of the sun in su eh a way 

that the great cirele of whieh the Apex is the pole, approaches as 
closely as possible to the pole of the proper motions of all tbe stars. 

To satisfy this eonditiou he makes 

:s cos2 Q minimum, 

where Q repl'eseuls thc dhltance hom tbc A pex of the pole of a 
proper motion. Expressed in the quantities used by us, the eondition is 

(28) I sin2 }, sin2 p minimum. 

This is satisfied if we write down fllr cach star an equation of 
condition 

(29) sin').. sinp = 0 

and then solve the whole of these equations with least squares. 
This method cannot be tested by thc condition (10). It is namely a 

peculiarity ofthis method, that whercas, aecording to the otber methode, 
from stars of one part of tbe sky, only a. direction ean be derived, 
in whic'h the Apex must be situo.ted, we find by KOBOLD'S metbod 
a complete determination of the position of that point. 
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lts position is no other than that of the group of siars itself. In 
the ehoice of the position of the Apex each region votes as it were 
for itself. Every line passing through this region thus passes through 
the Apex too, sa that at the same time the condition (10) is satis
fied and i t is not. 

This pecuJiarity of the method together with this second (which 
exists for stars of one part as well as for stars of all parts of the 
sky) that for the d;rection of the rnotion of an arbitrary number 
of stars we may substitute a diametrically opposite motion without 
the slightest effect on the cOOldinates of the Apex, appears to me 
sufficient to decIare the method unsuitable for tlze determination of 
the dil'ection ot the motion of the Bun. 

15. Abridged calculation. 
It is a very common practice in the derivation of the coordinates 

of the Apex, to abridge the work of computation by taking the 
mean of the proper motions of a greater or smal1l:'r numbel' of stars 
situated close together. I wish tu point out that in this way the 
result, derived by means of the various methods, will approach in 
general to those which will be found by the method proposed here. 
So, far from having been more or lebs impaired by this abridged 
calculation, the results must have gained considerably in aecuracy. 

It must be borne in mind however that in this way, in all 
methods except in that proposerl by me, the principle ls sacrificed, 
at least in part. 

rrhe proof of what has been advanced here will be best given by 
writiug out in full and in a similal' form for the vari >us methous, 
the equations of condition and the normal equations enauing' from 
these. I begin by giving them. 

a. J.l1.elhod of AlRY (as modified). 
I leave out of cOllsideration condition (19), this being the only 

Olle dependent on the distances. 
As 

re = T O + (~~\ dA +(~~\ dD = '&0 + voG~)o dA + voG~\dD 

the equations (16) become 

(30) V o (~!) 0 dA + tJo G~\ dD = - T O 

-
which, treated with le,lst squares, give the normal equations: 

27 
j'roceedings Royal Aca.d. Amsterda.m. Vol. Ir. 
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[«~1)o1 dA + [V:(~~)O(~~)J dD = - [170 VOG~)J 

[«~~)O(~~)J dA + [V:(~~):] dD = - [To\vo(~;)J 
They are of course identical with the equations (20) and (21) if in the 

reduction of these we treat the quantities 170 as quantities of the 
V o 

order of dA and dD. 

b. Meihod of ARGELANDER. 

If we l'educe to unity of weight, the equations of condition (24) 
may be writen 

(32) P sin Ào = 0 

or by writing 

(33) sin Ào G~) 0 dA + sin}.o G~\ dD = - Po sin Ào , 

which lead to the normal equatiol?s: 

whieh again will be identical with (26), if we treat the quantities 
po as of the order of dA and dD. 

c. Method of KOBOLD. 

By introducing 

sin À = sin Ào + cos Ào (~~) 0 dA + cos Ào (~) 0 ~D 

sinp = sin Po + cospo (~~\ dA + cosPo (~)o aD 

the equations of conilitioll (29) _ become 
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which give the normal equations: 

U C08I.o8inpo(~:) 0 +8inAoco8PO(~~) j 2J dA+ 

+ U COsl.oSinpo(~~)tsin~ocospo(~~) 0 ( l C08Ào8inpoG~) tSilll.oCOSPo(~;) 0 U dD 

= - [I cosl.osinpo (~~) tSilll.ocosPo G ~) 0 ! sinl.o sin Po] 

[i C09I.o8inpoG~) tsilll.ocospoG1) 0 ~ j CosAosinpoG~) tSinÀocosPo(~;) 0 (] dA + 

+ [jcosÁo8inpoG~)t8inÀoco8PO(~~) o! 2J aD 

=-U C08À08inpoG~)t8inI.OC08PO(~;) 0 !sinÀosinpo] 

Let us now assullle, as was supposed above, that we take the 
rr:ean of the proper motions of the stars situated closely togethE'r 
alld continue working with these as if they were real proper motion~. 
The effect of th us talcing rneans of a consi!lerable number of motions 
wil/ of course be, th at the peculiar motion, which takes place in 
val'ious directiaus, is elimiuated fol' the greater part, so th at the 
mean proper motion found will, with sorne approxirnation, represent 
tbe mean parallactie motion for the regioll under consideration. 

If we dÎt:!tinguisb the values obtained by taking means by dashes 
over the letters, then we wiJl evidently have fol' the various regions, 
with greater or smaller approximation (cf. (8»): 

and consequently 

_ lt 
v=-sinÀ 

(! 

'C 
tg p = -=- = 0 

v 

If first we take only zones of constant Ào and if farthermore 

We assume that the mean secular parallax .!!.- is, with some approxi
(! 

27* 
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mation, the E>ame for stars in various parts of the sky, we sball see 
at once that the effect of taking the mean for various parts of the 
sky in such a zone of constant À,o, is this, that the different 'V's will 
become equal with some approximation, whilst moreover for sueh a 
zone, as indef'd for the whole sky, Tand p become smalt quantities. 

If therefore we introduce into the equations (31) of AIRY: 

À, = constant 

(37) V g = v = constant 

they will become 

- [(aX)2] - [(ax )(aX)] - [-dX] v
2 

(lA. dA + v2 
aA aD dD = - v 7: aA. 

] -[-ax] dD=-v 7: aD 

These equations are identically tbe same as those into which our 
equations (14) are transformed, if in these too we introduce the 
values (37). 

80 zones of the same À, will furnish approximately the same 
results if treated according to bath methods. Henee the combination 
of aH these partial solutions will eertainly not lead to strongly 
deviating results. 

A still closer correspondence may be expected between the reflult'3 
of ARGELANDER'S methad and the resuIts of the second form of that 
proposed by us, when by tdking means, all the angles are first 
made smaH. 

For if we neglect quttntities of the order. 

we may write in the second member of the equations (34) Po = sin Po, 
so that those equationa become, if here again we take a zone of 
constant Ao, 
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whieh equations are identical with (15) if we introducB in them the 
same suppositiollS. 

So, here again we flnd, tbat zones of identical À(l will IlaJ to 
approximately the same reóults in the two methods. What holds 
for each of the zones separately, must also hold \\ith some approx
imation for the final results. 

For KOBOLD'S metbod fbe approximation will be somewhat less 
satisfactory. For bere we must negleet terms of the order 

p dA, P dD, p2 

to gain our end. 
If we do this, the equations (36) will beeome 

whieb are again identieal with our equations (15) if we introduee 
in thern the same supposition'). Zones of identieal}. treated aceording 
to both methods giving approximately identical resu]ts, this must 
lead here also to pretty nearly the same final results. 

The calculations of KOBOLD (Astr. Nachr. N°. 3592) cOllfirm this 
conclusion. The solution which he makes with mean proper motions 
is the only one whieh is in a somewhat tolerabie agreement with 
what others have found, calculating with other methods but also 
with me~n values of the proper motions. 

KOBOLD finds A = 262°.8 

L. STRUVE finds A = 273°.3 

D = + 16°.5 

D= + 27°.3 

Af ter all tbat bas been said tbe conclusion is pretty Obv~OUil 
that what, perbaps more than anythmg else, must hinder us In 

accepting the methods used until now for the denvation of the 
direction of the solae motion is this: that quantities are treated as 
small ones, w hieh in reality are not smaIlI). 

1) ]!'tom au utternnce of Prof. NEWCOMB I conclude thnt he too nscribes the deYlnting 
result of KOBOLD to the renson here stnted. 
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16. Values of tlte di Fferential quotients used in the p1'eceding 
m·ticles. 

The following forrn111ac may serve for the various differcntial 
quotients used in the preceding equations. 

(For the meaning of the letters see fig. 1). 

3x C08 D C08 0 
3A - sin}.. 

3x cos (J sin X 
aD - -cos D sin ).. 

é)). 
aA = - cos (J sin Je 

a;. 
aD = - C08 0 

where X, ), and O-are to be computed by 
\ 

sin), sin 'X. = sin (a - A) C08 D 

sin À cos X = cos (a - A) cos D s2'n (J - sin D cos (J 

sin;' sin 0 = sin (a - ..4) COB (J 

sin À cos 0:.-:= - cos (a - A) cos (J sin D + sin (J cos D. 

A few observations of Prof. JAN DE VRIES and Prof. J. A. C. 
OUDEMANS were answered by the lecturer. • 

Mathematics. - "On twisted quintics of genus unity." By Prof. 
JAN DE VRIES. 

1. By central projection a twisted curve of order flve and genus 
unity can be transformed into a plane curve of order five with five 
nades. Consequently in each point of space meet five chords or 
bisecants of the twisted curve Rs. 

If the centre of projection is taken on Rs a curve of order four 
with two nodes is obtained. From this ensues that through eacl! 
point of R5 two trisecants may pass. 

2. The bisecants that meet a given right line l form a surface 


